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SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTOR “LUCY CALIENTE”
- Construction Manual –

[Solar water heating system Lucy Caliente in Ha Omek Ka]
Designed for communities & families in the mountains of tropical countries

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the higher altitude tropical regions of Central and Southern America (like Chiapas or Guatemala),
strong sunshine in the day and cold temperatures at night are common. For these types of climates, a
solar water heater is a cheap and sustainable option to supply families with hot water for showers, dish
washing or preheating for cooking. This system saves expenses (for gas) and lowers carbon dioxide
emissions rendering the common gas boiler systems redundant.
The solar thermal heater “Lucy Caliente” can be built with tools and materials available locally. Also, it
is easy to mount and provides sufficient hot water for about 3 to 6 showers per day.
We developed the system in Mexico, where recyclable materials (such as heaters and glass) are difficult
to find due to the efficient reuse of materials locally. Therefore we used cheap standard materials which
are available at any hardware store. It will take you about 2-3 weeks from buying the materials to the
first shower, assuming you have a team of 3 persons. The total costs will be about 200 to 250 USD.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Before you start to build the system you should ask your self the following questions:
•

How much money can you afford?

•

How long are the periods without sunshine?

•

How many people will shower per day?

Spiral-System
The cheapest and simplest system you can build uses black-PE-pipes. These pipes you roll in a spiral and
put in a sunny place (for example on a roof).
The disadvantage with this system is that you don't have a storage tank. Because of this it can only
provide enough hot water for 2 people (depending on the length of the pipe). When you don't have
sunshine you won't have any hot water. Another disadvantage is that the water can smell like plastic on
a very sunny day ;). Costs estimated from 1000 Pesos or 75 USD.

Insulated-Spiral-System
If you want to increase the efficiency you could put some black metal underneath, build an insulated
box around it and cover it with glass. However it will cost more.
With this option you will also get warm water even when it is cloudy. Due to the glass it “catches”
indirect radiation which will be “captured” inside the box and transformed into heat. Still there won't
be enough water for more than two people. It will cost maybe around 2000 Pesos / 150 USD.

Lucy-Caliente
This is the system described in this document. It uses copper pipes and a 130 liter (34 gallon) storage
tank. You can store water for about 5 people and with good insulation you can have a hot shower the
next day =). You don't need an electric pump due to the nice thermal properties of water. The costs are
about 3500 Pesos / 250 USD.
Variations
– Do I only want hot water for the shower?
You are building a good system to heat up water with solar energy. So why not use it to decrease your
energy costs at the same time? If your facilities allow it, you could connect the system to your kitchen
and use the preheated water for cooking and dish washing.
We build the lucy caliente as a stand alone system. In the second version the solar panel serves a dual
purpose as it collects energy while at the same time acting as a roof to protect against rain. In the third
version you could install the solar panel on top of a pre-existing roof. In that case you must be sure your
roof is very strong because the solar collector is heavy.
Remark: If you can recycle some of the expensive materials (copper, glass) you might not want to use
the dimensions described in this guide. It could be cheaper and easier if you apply the dimensions to
your needs.
This system is not made for regions where the temperatures go below 0°C.
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My name is „Lucy Caliente“
Hello. My name is Lucy Caliente and I am a flat plate collector. I can store about 120 l of hot water and I
will work even if it is cloudy. I will continue to produce hot water until my belly is full. And this is how i
work:
The water inlet is connected to your tap water
or storage tank. The water inlet is regulated by
a flush toilet valve which will regulate the water
level. The cold water drops down (inside a
tube) to the bottom of the tank. (You don't
want to mix it with the hot water at the top.)
For easier variations check out Attachment 1.
The density of cold water is higher than that of
the hot water. That is why it is “heavier”, drops
to the bottom of the tank and flows into the
collector. The sun heats up the water, and it
becomes less dense. The hot water naturally
rises to the surface. From there your
connection to the shower must be below the
tank. To get enough pressure for showering the
tank must be at least one meter higher than the
shower, the outlet should measure ¾” and
should be placed 20 - 30 cm below water level.

Orientation
In the northern hemisphere the collector should face south, in the southern hemisphere it faces north!
The inclination  depends on your latitude! Therefore check out where you are. Germany is at about N
50, Chiapas Mexico at N 16, and the Equator would be 0. This is the point where you got the best angle
(90° at noon) at the 21st of March and September. At the 21st of December it will be 23° more to the
south and at the 21st of June, it will be 23° to the north.
If your latitude is more than 23° (South or North) this is also the best average incline for your collector. If
you live closer to the equator you should use a 20-30° angle so that the water still can still flow correctly.
Attention! As we were building the system in Mexico (N 16°) we realized that even if we were in the
northern hemisphere the sun will be in the northern sky between April and August at noon. Therefore
make sure that your storage tank does not shade the collector. If the upper part of the collector is
shaded the natural flow rate will be decreased! The suggestion here is to put the tank about one meter
away from the collector.
If you on the equator it is bit more tricky. Let it face north to get more sun in May, June & July but less
in November, December and January (and the other way around). You could also consider facing it to
the east (to get the morning sun) or west (if you need more hot water in the evening or morning). It is
also advisable to check if you get fog in the morning or if you get more clouds in the afternoon.
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HEATING SYSTEM

Required Materials:
No.

Material

1)

½“ Copper pipe, 6 x 2 m pieces

2)

¾“ Copper pipe 40 x 120 mm + 2 x 150 mm

3)
4)

Amount

Costs

2 x 6000 mm

$ 763

1 x 150 mm

$ 100

¾“ Te
¾“ Elbow

10
2

$ 90
$ 14

5)

¾“ to ½ “ Reduction

12

$ 165

6)

¾“ Pipe to tube connector

2

$ 55

80 USD

1200 MXN

Total Price

Tools
No.

Material

Amount

Costs

Gas Burner and Gas

1

$ 140

Sandpaper for plumbing

1

$ 10

Paste for copper soldering
Solder for copper-plumbing

1
1

$ 20
$ 85

Little brush, damp old cloth
Pliers, heat resistant gloves, lighter
Total
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General Informations
The most expensive material needed to build the collector are the copper pipes. The cheapest ones I
found were 6 m long ½“ pipes (381,52 MXN / 55 $). In order to not drive costs high I decided to buy two
of these pipes and cut them into 3 equal 2 m meters. Therefore the length of the box will be determined
by the length of the pipes.

(Hint: Next time I might try to cut the 6 m pipes not into 3 but in 4 pieces of 1,5 m. By doing so you
would get 9 pipes)
The most efficient system would have pipes lying next to the other but you would need about 20 pipes
which would be impossible to buy ;). By using 6 pipes with a distance (center to center) of about 140 to
160 mm (6”) the efficiency is high enough. Underneath the copper pipes we will add black painted
metal to absorb more heat =)
The horizontal connections between the pipes and the inlet and outlet are bigger than the collector
pipes. I decided to use 3/4“ pipes. This is necessary to prevent slowing of the water at the inlet and
outlet! All 6 pipes will have the same flow rate as in the in- and outlet. Therefore the cross sectional area
(A = r² x Pi) should be 6 times bigger. If its just using a combination of ½” and ¾” the water should
theoretically speed up in the top part to reach the same flow rate. (A ½” = 1,3 cm², A ¾” = 3 cm²; A 1” = 5
cm²).

Preparing the copper pipes
Lets start with the two meter parts. If you have two of the 6 m ½” pipes, cut them down into six parts a
2 m. You can do this by using a pipe cutter or a metal saw. When using a metal saw be very careful not
to deform the ends! They have to be perfectly round in order to solder them together later!
Afterwards:
–

Take the 1500 mm ¾“ pipe and cut 10 equal pieces of 120 mm out of it

–

The remaining ¾“ piece of 300 mm cut into two (~ 150 mm). These ones will stick out of the box
and be connected with the in- and outlet.

–

deburr all ends of the pipes with a bit of the sandpaper carefully
–

try to not get any copper dust inside the pipes. This could cause corrosion on other parts of
the system (galvanic order)

–

try to match all components together as shown in the sketch above

–

check if everything fits nicely together without applying too much force

–

Attention! It could be that the pipes connecting to the elbows are too long or too short because
the elbow covers more pipes than the tees. Try to balance it out

–

If everything fits well (not too tight, not too loose) you can start soldering.

–

Before soldering clean the pipes and add the soldering paste. If you don't know exactly how to
solder no worries. Check out youtube. Its easy =)

–

I recommend you start in one corner with an elbow (4) and put the joining parts (3/4” pipe 120
mm (2) & reducer (5)) together. Afterwards add the 2000 mm pipe (1) and continue with a T (3)
at the end (2) and another reducer (5) at the end of (1)....
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–

by doing it one by one and working on
both sides bit by bit you make sure that
the parts will fit together.

–

Once you have soldered a part, clean the
excessive paste from the tube (it is acidic
and could continue to corrode the pipe)

–

The last 2 parts you want to solder
together should be the water in- and
outlets to connect the PE tubes

–

After soldering everything check the
construction to be sure you don't have any leaks. To do so, close one end and connect a tube to
the other one. Connect half a bottle or some kind of a funnel to the tube, put it 1.5 m (approx. 5
ft.) above the grid and fill it with water. Move it slowly to get all the air out.

–

DO NOT USE THE PRESSURE FROM THE TAP! This could destroy your system.

–

If it leaks somewhere mark the area, empty the water, and re-solder it. Let it cool down and
check it again with water.
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BOX

The box can be made out of recycled materials in order to save costs. However I recommend that (for
the sides (b.1, 2, 3)) you use at least treated quality wood - which won't deform so easily.
Required Materials:
No.

Material

Amount

Costs

b.1)

Top-plank 1250 x 150 x 25 mm

1

$ 35

b.2)

Side planks 2200 x 150 x 25 mm

2

$ 70

b.3)
b.4)

Bottom plank 910 x 150 x 25 mm
Corners 60 x 60 x 60 mm

1
4

-

b.5)

Ground planks

~2 m²

-

b.6)

Window support

3

$ 20

2l

$ 50

1 kg

$ 10

Mix About 2 l

$ 50

3 big bags

-

(2 m² a 100 mm)

-

1

$ 50

1 (2 m²)

-

100

$ 50

25 USD

335 MXN

Wood Treatment (chapopote)
b.7)

Newspaper

b.8)

Glue (flour, salt, hot water)

b.9)

Insulation Material (wood chips or
old plastic, or used stone wool)

b.10)

Aluminum foil (50 m) roll

b.11)

Old bed sheet

b.12)

Wood screws 8 x 2”
Total Price

Tools you will need: Electric drill, saw, brush
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Cutting the wood
We bought three boards / “tablas” of 2500 x 250 x 30 mm. To get the sides cut exactly straight we asked
a friend working in a carpentry shop and they cut everything as we wanted it. He also planed it for us.
Therefore we ended up having 25 mm thick boards. All parts need to be rectangular and straight
because this will be the frame for the glazing. If you don't have the possibility to cut grooves just screw
another one-by-one (25 x 25 mm or 10 x 25 mm) straight timber on the inside of the box and adept the
measurements.
b.2) Side boards (2x)
–

shorten them to 2100 mm

–

cut two boards by the length at 150 mm
–

–

the remaining parts of (2100 x 100 mm) will be the lids for the glass L.2)

cut a groove, 10 mm deep and 10 mm wide along the side

b.1) and b.3) top & bottom plank
–

Cut out of the third board so one piece is 910 mm and one is 1250 mm

–

The one of 910 mm cut lengthwise at 140 mm. This will be b.3)

–

cut the other piece (1250 mm) lengthwise at 150 mm. This will be b.3)
–

–

the remaining piece of 100 mm we will use for the window support b.6)

b.3) (1250 mm piece): add a groove to one side of 10 mm by 10 mm
–

the remaining part of 1250 mm x 100 mm will be the lid for the glass L.1)

b.5) bottom / ground boards
–

We recycled old pallets for the bottom part. You also can use other plywood or whatever you
find

–

cut them to 960 mm length
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b.6) window support
To be on the safe side we used four 6 mm strong glass pieces to cover the collector and protect it
against hail. Even if a piece breaks you only need to replace one piece of glass.

The disadvantage is that you will have a bit more shading on your collector and higher optical losses.
–

take the remaining 1250 mm long piece and cut it to 930 mm

–

cut it lengthwise into three parts of 25 x 25 mm

–

add a groove of 10 by 10 mm on both sides

There are other options to install the glazing. You could also overlap one piece of glass over the next
one.
Covers / Lids L.1) & L.2)
As described before, you will need 3 lids to cover the box and protect it from rainwater. After you cut it
to the right measurements (L.2) 2100 x 100 mm and L.1) 1250 x 100 mm) you should add some drop
corners so that the rainwater does not flow around the wood and penetrate the box.
–

prepare the lid with drip corners (with a
stencil or disk saw) to block the water from
flowing around into the collector

cut through mounted box
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Assembly:
– treat the wood with some strong and ecological treatment to protect it from the water and
other wood eating animals
–

better if you paint it twice ;)

–

Screw the top b.1), the sides b.2) and the bottom boards b.3) together
–

the bottom b.3) goes between b.2). You have to keep the measurement of 910 mm
between the sides b.2) exactly. Otherwise the glazing won't fit.

–

the groove for the window must face to the center

–

make sure you put it together in a perfect rectangle

–

use the corner blocks b.4) to make it stronger

–

screw the ground boards b.5) to the bottom

Insulation part 1
If you have gaps (for example in the bottom due to recycled wood) try to close them. You could use
newspaper, some sawdust mixed with glue or paint or old plastic bags.
–

Mix the glue. We used a mix of boiling water, flour and salt. This is cheap, ecological and strong.
But we have no idea if ants like it too ;)

–

Use a big brush and paint the inner side of the box with a lot of the glue mix

–

Glue enough newspaper to all inner sides and to the bottom
–
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PREPARE FOR ASSEMBLY

Required tools and materials
No.

Material

m.1)

Felt (~2 mm strong)

m.2)

Amount

Costs
½ m²

$ 10

Rubber / old bicycle tire

1

--

g.1)

Glass [4 - 6 mm² thick] 925 x 560 mm

4

$ 500

m.1)

Silicon (for windows)
Metal sheet 2000 x 1000 mm

1 Tube (500 ml)
2 m²

$ 45
-

Black paint

250 ml

$ 60

Thinner

100 ml

$ 15

$ 53 USD

700 MXN

Tools

Brush, pliers, knife, glue, scissor for metal
Silicon gun, screwdriver

Cutting the in- and outlet holes
–

take the heat-pipe-system carefully and lay it
on top of the box

–

turn it. try to get the outlet a little bit closer to
the top board

(it is necessary that all the hot water finds its
way out of the collector)
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–

mark the spots where you need to cut

–

take off the heat-pipe-system and cut with a
saw ~60 mm deep

–

keep the pieces you cut out. You can use them
later to close the gap which will be on top of
the pipe.
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Prepare the windows & window support b.6)
We asked our friendly glass dealer to cut it to the dimensions we needed. He cut everything without any
extra charges you pay per square meter. That is why we don't have to worry about the measurement of
925 mm. This will give you a tolerance of 2,5 mm on each side. This tolerance is necessary because wood
is a working material (especially due to the heat of the sun and moisture).
Now is a good moment to lay the glazing on the box. Mark the areas where the glasses join together.

–

Remove the glass and cut notches for the window supports using a chisel.

–

The window supports must join the lower level of the grooves

Bottom window supports
The windows will be longer than the box. It is important that rainwater does not run down the wood. In
order to keep the windows in place and prevent them from slipping down you can design custom lower
window supports out of old iron sheet metal.

–

double the corners of the iron sheet to make it stronger. Bend it into shape

–

add some felt, rubber or cotton to protect the glass from damage

–

use a screwdriver to fasten it to the box (no electric tools when glazing is in place)
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Felt
Cut the felt into strips and cover all areas which will be holding the glass. This is the complete top of the
bottom board, the grooves of the side boards, the groove of the top board and the top of the window
supports.
Therefore you will need:
–

1 x 25 mm wide and 930 mm long strip for the bottom

–

2 x 10 mm wide and 2200 mm long strips for the sides

–

1 x 10 mm wide and 930 mm long strip for the top

–

3 x 30 mm wide and 930 mm long strip for the window supports

Glue the felt onto the parts.

Sealing
We will prepare one more thing. Take an old tube from a bicycle and cut it into one very long strip. It
should be about 15 mm wide. Later you will put this seal between the glass and the lid.
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Prepare the metal for underneath the collector
As you already saw we put some (galvanized) metal sheets under the copper pipes. This metal sheet is
recycled from an old advertisement board. This metal will increase your efficiency dramatically. The
tricky question is how to join the metal sheet and the heat pipes to get good heat conduction. There are
several options. The first is the less efficient but easiest option. The last option is the most complicated
but most efficient. We did option number two but its a tough job to bang all the sheets in place. For the
next collector I would do number in combination with number 3.
1.

Lie the heat-pipe-system on top of the metal, make holes every 300 mm next to the pipes, tie it
together with wire (or maybe recycled copper cables?)

2. Cut the metal sheet lengthwise (6 strips of about 180 mm wide and 2000 mm long), take a metal
bar, put it in the center of the strips and bang it with a hammer to form channels for the copper
pipes. Then make holes every 300 mm into the metal sheet and tie the pipes onto that using
wire.
You'll need two more 900 x 150 mm pieces for underneath the top & bottom pipe.

3. Do everything like in version 2. Afterwards solder the copper and the metal sheets together

(I didn't do it because I don't have experience soldering copper and metal together. If you know
that this is possible or have other ideas, please let me know. )

Painting
After you have joined the metal sheet(s) and the heat-pipe-system you are ready to paint. Use black
paint to paint the metal sheets.
If you are using an oil based paint you can add paint thinner for a more fluid consistency.
There are reasons to paint which are important to consider. The first one is that black absorbs a lot of
radiation (creating the heat you want). That is good. On the other hand most paints are oil based and
are (like plastic) not a good heat conductor. Therefore you don't want to bring paint between the
copper pipes and the metal sheets and you don't want to add a thick layer of paint on the copper pipes.
Just paint the pipes with a very thin layer!

(if you know a more ecological sound way of painting please let me know!)
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ASSEMBLY

–

Fill the box with insulation material up to 80 mm
–

(recycled rock / fiberglass wool, old plastic bags etc. or wood chips are just a few examples)

–

add one layer of newspaper

–

flatten it out and cover it with a layer of aluminum foil or rescue blanket

–

put some cloth (old bed sheets or other textiles, towels) on top
(this is necessary because the aluminum should not touch the metal. If it did it would
conduct the heat and not reflect it back to the top)

–

put the black painted metal sheets inside

–

Lay the mounted heat-pipe-system inside the box
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–

close the gap at the in- and outlet with the original part you cut out earlier.
–

Maybe you'll need to add some felt or newspaper to make it airtight

–

You can add some reflective metal / aluminum to the inner sides

–

lay in the window supports

–

clean the glazing (especially from the inside) and put them in place
–

–
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to make sure that they don't slip down when you tilt the collector you could nail some small
nails along the center of the window support. Wrap insulation tape around them so you
don't damage the glass. This is not the best way because it will create gaps which you'll
need to fill with silicon later. But this takes a bit of the weight and makes it easier to mount.
(Got a better idea? Please let me know)

readjust the lower window supports with screwdriver
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add the pre-cut (tire-)rubber strips on the glazing corner
–

fix them with some small nails so that they don't slip. Don't put a rubber sealing on the top!
It is good to have a little space where moist air can escape

–

Screw the lids L.1) and L.2) on top of the box. Be careful not to damage the glass! Do it by hand
using a screwdriver!

–

Use silicon and seal all areas along the glazing

–

You might want to add some roofing paper / felt (bituminous felt) on top of the lids
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WATER SYSTEM & TUBING

Required tools and materials
No.

Material

Amount

Costs

Pipes
WS.1)

¾” PE Pipe

6m

$ 15

WS.2)

¾” hose clamp #16

6

$ 30

WS.3)

Wire

1 kg

$ 20

WS.4)

Insulation foam or similar material

2 m²

-

WS.5)

Newspaper

1

-

Connecting pieces
WC.1)

¾“ Connector (GLV)

4

$ 30

WC.2)

Airplane tire 200 x 200 x 2 mm

8

$ 25

WC.3)

Washer ¾“

4

$ 40

WC.4)

¾” hose connector (GLV / bronze)

4 (6)

$ 60 (90)

WC.5)

Sealing strip / teflon / plastic bags

1

$6

1

$ 230

1

$ 100

1

$ 50

1m

$ 10

Tank
WT.1)

130 l plastic barrel
1

WT.2)

Outer barrel

WT.3)

Toilet floater & valve & sealing

WT.4)

¾” (pvc) Pipe

WT.5)

Insulation Material (recycled)

WT.6)

Lid

50 USD /

650 MXN

Tools
Drill, hammer, metal saw, 2 x pipe wrench & or stinson, screwdriver

1

The outer barrel is usefull but not really necessary. You also could try to wrap other materials around the inner
barrel
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Install the floater
The cold water has to be filled to the bottom of the tank. If you fill it to the top you'll end up having cold
showers ;). We found 3 different ways to do it. Choose the option which seems easiest for you.

1.

Add the floater as shown above. Disadvantage: You'll need an extra pipe

2. Add the inlet and valve to the bottom of the tank and connect the floater with a wire.
Disadvantage: Access to the valve is tricky
3. Recycle a standard toilet flush or build one on your own. Advantage: Safest system. In case of a
rotten inlet valve the tank can not overflow (if you add an emergency outlet about 50 mm
above the normal waterline). Disadvantage: You'll need another container.

Connections
Lets start with the tricky part. To get the connections right. Generally:
1. Think where you need the water in- and outlets. This may vary depending on where you'll put
the panel and the shower. The water outlet (for shower) should be at least 15 mm below the
water line to get some water pressure.
2. short hoses are better than long ones (less losses due to friction)
3. When you screw connections together use sealing strip, hemp or plastic to get it tight

Preparation:
– WC.1) is a standard galvanized nipple / connection piece cut in two halves using a steel saw
– The combination between two different metals with water and air is not a good idea because it will start to corrode at one point. It is better to just use bronze or only galvanized
metal. (we could not find WC.4 out of GLV Metal)
– WC.2) is made out of airplane tire (we found it at a shoe making store).
– Bicycle tire is not strong enough. If you can't find it maybe car tire could work too. If you
can't find anything like this a toxic power glue for piping could help. (other ideas? Write me)
– WC.2) should be one or two millimeters strong. If it is bigger you'll have difficulties screwing everything together
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cut holes using a drill or sharp knife where you want
to have the in- and outlets
– Attention! If you make the holes too big you'll
have a problem getting them tight.
Therefore make them perfectly round and a tiny
bit smaller. Then you can screw in WC.4)
– Screw everything together as shown in the
drawing. Use sealing strip and two pipe
wrenches. Make it tight but not too tight. You
could damage the seal ;)
You should put the hose (WS.2 & WS,1) in last (after the insulation)
Hint: If you cannot get the connections water tight you could
add a little bit of special piping glue.
–

Prepare the outer barrel
–

drill a few holes in the bottom of the outer barrel (so that in case water enters it has a way to
escape)

–

put the empty inner barrel (tank) inside the outer barrel

–

Mark the spots where the pipes come out, drill holes and widen them using strong pliers until
you can access them easily

Connect the pipes
–

connect all pipes as shown in the figures above
–

if you can't attach the black PE-pipes because they are too tight heat them up with your gas
burner carefully ;)

–

fix them using hose clamps

–

Check your system for leakages

Insulating the pipes
– If everything is good you can start insulating the
tubes
–

wrap newspaper around all pipes which will carry
hot water

–

add another layer of insulation foam

–

Protect all curves from kinking / folding by adding
wire
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Add the insulation
–

Fill the space between the inner and outer barrel with insulation material

Don't use organic material or you could end up having a compost around your barrel
(actually might not be the worst idea because it would heat the tank additionally ;). But if
you would like to combine it with a compost / bio-gas system you'll need to vary some
parameters)
– close the holes and put an insulated lid on top of your barrel. (This is the most important part to
insulate to prevent heat losses.
If you did everything right your system is complete! Fill the water, wait a little and enjoy your hot water
shower!
–

8.

MAINTENANCE

Every month
– clean the glazing
– check for leakages on all connections
– check if the silicon is still good
– check that you don't get algae inside your water tank
This depends on your water source. If its a natural source (without chloride) check it more often. If you get a problem you can introduce microorganisms or use a bit of chloride every now
and then.

9.

FURTHER READINGS

Recommended readings: KnO-100170_solar_water_heating.pdf (practical action)
KnO-100169_solar_thermal_energy.pdf (practical action)
Inspired by Christian Kuhtz: Einfälle statt Abfälle – Sonnenwärme (2003)
Thanks goes to Miguel “Jaguar de Madera”, to Fabian, Chris and Sylvianne for your support. Big thanks
to everybody who helped building the Lucy Calientes: Fabian, David, Jannis, Robin, Jorge, Nino and all
the other people who helped somewhere in the process :). Thank you Casa Copal and Ha Omek Ka for
the delicious food and excellent accommodation while building and developing. Thanks to Davyd Sol
and Jane for spell checking and to Markus for his CAD support :)
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